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Abstract A time-dependent, zero-dimensional toy model is constructed to study the large-scale variabili-
ty in association with tropical moist convection. Case studies from sounding-array observations are analyzed
as a benchmark to test the model performance. The model predicts the vertical integral of vertical moisture
advection decomposed into the deep convective and congestus/stratiform modes. A closure representing
the consumption efficiency of water vapor into precipitation is introduced using the moisture storage ratio,
or the degree to which the vertical moisture advection associated with each vertical mode accounts for
moisture storage. The observations suggest that this moisture consumption is highly inefficient for the
convective/stratiform mode while efficient for the deep convective mode. The model solution is interpreted
as a delayed response to the diabatic forcing, unless the sum of the moisture storage ratio and gross moist
stability is negative, in which case the system is unstable. Baseline experiments with a fixed moisture
storage closure overall reproduce the vertical moisture advection and precipitation as observed, but fail to
simulate a sharp pickup of precipitation in the well-known moisture-rainfall curve. This deficiency is
eliminated when the moisture storage ratio is allowed to vary as convection intensifies and dissipates.

1. Introduction

Raining cumulus clouds such as congesti and cumulonimbi are rooted on a relatively thin subcloud layer,
with the cloud base height determined by the lifting condensation level (LCL) being often as low as 500 m
over tropical oceans. Given that the water vapor scale height, say �2 km, is markedly higher than LCL, low-
level convergence brought by a deep overturning circulation would result in an accumulation of moisture
above cloud base more than below. This dynamic moisture accumulation is balanced out largely by precipi-
tation in active convective disturbances. The classic parcel model of cumulus clouds, however, does not
involve any mechanism to condense out water vapor from the ambient air above cloud base, because mois-
ture is by design supplied only through cloud base. The entrainment of environmental air into clouds would
relax this restriction on the nonentraining parcel model, but at the same time the entrainment reduces the
in-cloud buoyancy and is unlikely to offer an efficient process promoting convection after all.

Recent satellite data analyses [Masunaga, 2013, 2014] showed that while moisture convergence is the main
driver of precipitation for highly organized convective systems, precipitation from modest, less organized
systems tends to rely largely on local evaporation and subcloud layer moisture convergence in accordance
with the parcel model expectation. It is thus speculated that the availability or unavailability of midtropo-
spheric moisture convergence for rainfall may be a critical element in differentiating the nature of tropical
convective systems, although the physical processes governing such distinction have yet to be clarified.

The main interests of this work lie in the degree to which moisture convergence is convertible into precipi-
tation and the relevance of this degree to the whole large-scale dynamics involving moist convection. To
this end, a simple toy model of tropical convection is developed with a ‘‘moisture storage closure’’ as a pre-
scribed measure of the inefficiency of precipitation production. This approach contrasts with, if not contra-
dicts, conventional parameterizations employed for atmospheric models of different levels of complexity. A
large family of models have been built around versions of the convective quasi-equilibrium theory [e.g.,
Arakawa and Schubert, 1974; Betts, 1986; Emanuel et al., 1994] (a recent review is given by Raymond and
Herman [2011]). A quasi-equilibrium postulate makes assumptions principally about the thermal effects of
moist convection, so the roles of humidity are not as explicit as those of temperature in the quasi-
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equilibrium thinking per se. The relevance of tropospheric water vapor to rainfall, on the other hand, is of
central interest for a school of theory of tropical convection. Among the earliest along this line of research
is Raymond [2000], who derived a conceptual model under the hypothesis that precipitation is inversely
proportional to the saturation deficit. A close link between tropospheric humidity and precipitation is a key
ingredient in different models of tropical waves (see review by Sugiyama [2009]) in the weak temperature
gradient (WTG) framework [Sobel et al., 2001], where a moisture perturbation is instrumental in controlling
the convective variability in lieu of buoyancy anomalies that are promptly smoothed out. An empirical rela-
tionship of precipitation (or convective heating) with midtropospheric humidity is explicitly specified in
some models of convectively coupled equatorial waves [Khouider and Majda, 2006; Fuchs and Raymond,
2007; Kuang, 2008a].

The present study shares the interests with those studies in which a main focus is put on the link of rainfall
with water vapor, but is unique that precipitation is related to the moisture storage, not to the moisture
itself. It will be demonstrated that the major characteristics found in observations are reproduced with a
moisture storage closure despite the gross simplicity of the model. The reproducible properties include the
known relation between precipitation and tropospheric humidity [e.g., Bretherton et al., 2004], despite the
fact that the present model does not have such a relationship built in as an assumption.

The paper is structured as follows. Observations of tropical atmosphere during the hours of vigorous con-
vection are first examined in light of the large-scale water and thermal budget (section 2). Sounding array
measurements analyzed here serve as the test bed of the toy model constructed in section 3. The model
results are presented in section 4 and the findings are summarized and discussed in section 5.

2. Observations

2.1. Data
Variability in the moisture and thermal budget of the tropical atmosphere is first investigated with sounding
array data. The observations are carried out during a coordination of the field campaigns of the Cooperative
Indian Ocean Experiment on Intraseasonal Variability in the Year of 2011 (CINDY2011), the Dynamics of the
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) (DYNAMO), and the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) MJO
Investigation Experiment (AMIE) [Yoneyama et al., 2013]. The sounding-array data analyzed in this study are
taken from the DYNAMO array-averaged product (version 3b) provided by Johnson and Ciesielski [2013] and
see also Ciesielski et al. [2014a, 2014b]. This product also contains the array-averaged surface turbulent
fluxes from the TropFlux product [Praveen Kumar et al., 2012] and the radiative heat profiles from the Clouds
and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) product [Wielicki et al., 1996]. The present analysis focuses
on the northern sounding array (NSA), a quadrilateral array located just to the north of the equator over the
central Indian Ocean. All the array-mean parameters are 3 hourly except for the daily mean TropFlux surface
heat fluxes. In the current analysis, the data are moderately smoothed over time by 66 h running mean,
with the exception of radiative heating rate in which the diurnal cycle is filtered out by 612 h running
mean. Note that the diurnal radiative forcing is unlikely to have predominant effects on oceanic convection,
given the fact that precipitation over ocean away from coast depends only weakly on local time [e.g.,
Imaoka and Spencer, 2000].

Three different estimates of array-averaged precipitation are provided in the DYNAMO product, namely,
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42 version-7 rainfall [Huffman et al., 2007] and Q1 and Q2-
budget-derived precipitation, Ps and Pq, respectively, defined as [Yanai et al., 1973],

hQ1i � Dthsi1hx@psi5LPs1S1hQRi; (1)

and

hQ2i � 2L Dthqi1hx@pqi
� �

5LðPq2EÞ; (2)

where Dt � @t1v � r refers to the Lagrangian derivative operator with respect to horizontal flow, v, angle
brackets denote the vertical integral from surface to the 100 hPa level, s is dry static energy (DSE), q is vapor
mixing ratio, x is vertical pressure velocity, S is surface sensible-heat flux, E is surface evaporation flux, QR is
net radiative heating rate, and L is the specific latent heat of vapor condensation. Note that all these param-
eters represent the large-scale mean variables (or the sounding-array averages) throughout this paper.
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This work adopts Ps as a primary reference for precipitation because Pq is significantly noisier than Ps on sub-
daily time scales. It is shown in MJO-oriented studies using DYNAMO sounding-array data [Johnson et al.,
2015; Ruppert and Johnson, 2015] that Pq is overall in good agreement with the TRMM 3B42 rainfall, but the
same cannot necessarily be said if a heavy temporal smoothing is not applied to Pq. High-frequency fluctua-
tions in Pq are likely attributed to the noisiness of the moisture tendency term computed directly from the
observed time series, while this difficulty is virtually absent in the Q1 budget owing to the intrinsic homoge-
neity of free-tropospheric temperature across tropical latitudes. For the same reason, the Lagrangian mois-
ture storage analyzed here is not derived from the humidity time series as observed, but instead is
recalculated with Ps substituted in the moisture budget equation,

Dthqi5E2Ps2hx@pqi: (3)

Equation (3) has another advantage that moisture storage is derived independently of horizontal moisture
advection. The DYNAMO sounding-array estimates of horizontal moisture advection are known to be biased
when the intrusion of a localized dry air mass is not properly captured by the sparsely deployed sounding
stations [Hannah et al., 2016].

As may have been noticed, the Lagrangian tendency is preferentially used rather than the Eulerian in the cur-
rent formulation. In fact, the choice between the Eulerian and Lagrangian derivatives would not make any
practical difference in light of our research interests, since horizontal advection stays small in the moist static
energy (MSE) budget for short-term tropical variations [Inoue and Back, 2015a]. Given its minor nature, the hor-
izontal advection term is chosen to be left hidden in the Lagrangian derivative rather than dealt with sepa-
rately as an independent term. The remaining source/sink terms on the right-hand side are reduced to
surface evaporation, precipitation, and vertical moisture advection or equivalently moisture divergence,
hqr � vi, when integrated over height to the depth of the troposphere. Hannah et al. [2016] demonstrated
the utility of Lagrangian moisture tendency for studying aspects of the atmospheric moisture budget.

Three 72 h sequences captured by the NSA are selected as benchmark cases. Two of the three cases contain
vigorous convective events having a precipitation maximum at 0000 UTC 22 October (event 1) and 0300
UTC 27 November (event 2), corresponding to the third and fourth highest peaks, respectively, in the NSA-
averaged precipitation record. The top two convective events are not chosen for these cases because Ps

largely underestimates the TRMM 3B42 rainfall (not shown) and the fidelity of budget parameters is not
confidently assured. The third example sequence (event 3), centered around 1200 UTC 4 December, is
devoid of any notable rainfall event in between the second and third MJO episodes identified during the
CYNDY2011/DYNAMO/AMIE observational period [Yoneyama et al., 2013].

2.2. Vertical Mode Decomposition
The toy model developed later is zero-dimensional in space, dealing with vertically integrated atmospheric
variables along with surface fluxes. The detailed vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters are therefore
outside the scope, while some fundamental aspects of the vertical structure are retained by means of a

truncated series of vertical modes. To transform
the observations into a comparable format to the
model framework, vertical mode decomposition is
applied to the temporal-mean NSA sounding using
a conventional methodology [Fulton and Schubert,
1985; Haertel and Johnson, 1998]. The first four
eigenmodes of x with a rigid-rid boundary condi-
tion are shown in Figure 1. The evolution of each
mode coefficient is computed by first projecting
the horizontal divergence profile onto a series of
its eigenmodes at every time step and then con-
verting those profiles into x through the mass con-
servation equation.

Vertical mode decomposition is known to be of
great utility in tropical meteorology in which two
or three vertical modes suffice in general to explain

Figure 1. The first four eigenmodes of x as labeled in the panel
with the first and second modes highlighted.
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the atmospheric dynamics in association with convective heating [Mapes and Houze, 1995; Mapes, 2000; Wu
et al., 2000; Majda and Shefter, 2001; Haertel and Kiladis, 2004; Khouider and Majda, 2006; Back and
Bretherton, 2009]. Figure 2 presented the decomposed x profiles for two convective events during
DYNAMO that will be examined later in section 2.3. The first eigenmode (color shade in left panels) is responsi-
ble for the overall temporal variability of x (contoured) but by design fails to explain its vertical tilt. The addi-
tion of the second mode (middle panels) improves the reproducibility of the detailed structure of x including
the tilt. When the third and fourth modes are included as well (right panels), further improvements are visible
(e.g., the altitude of the updraft peak for event 1) but the changes are mostly minor. For the sake of conve-
nience, only the first two modes are considered in the analysis to follow. The first eigenmode is hereafter
termed as the deep convective mode and the second mode as the congestus/stratiform mode.

The latter may be simply referred to as the congestus mode when the mode coefficient is positive (i.e., the
mode has a low-level updraft) and as the stratiform mode otherwise, following conventional terminology.

2.3. Case Studies
Analysis results for event 1 are presented in Figure 3. A sharp precipitation peak is evident (top left panel) in
Ps and TRMM 3B42 rainfall. The two precipitation products are in excellent agreement during the hours of
active convection in this particular case. The surface evaporation stays consistently small, far short of precip-
itation especially around its peak intensity. It confirms that moisture convergence should serve as a domi-
nant moisture source of precipitation for intensive convective systems.

The deep convective mode develops in phase with rainfall (top middle panel), with its peak straddled in
time by a pair of the congestus/stratiform dipole (bottom middle panel). This is a familiar pattern known to
prevail in the tropics over a broad range of time scales [Mapes et al., 2006, and references therein], although
it is somewhat surprising to find it at this level of clarity in a single convective event. As seen earlier in Fig-
ure 2, the deep convective mode dominates the vertical motion in amplitude (note that the color scales are
different between the two panels) as also evident in the vertically integrated vertical moisture advection, 2
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Figure 2. Time series of x with vertical mode decomposition applied (color shade): the first mode only (left), the first and second modes added together (middle), and the first four
modes all combined (right) for event 1 (top) and event 2 (bottom) (see section 2.3 for details of the individual events). The undecomposed x is contoured at the interval of 3 hPa h21 in
all panels.
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hx@pqi (top right panel). The total 2hx@pqi closely resembles precipitation as expected and is explained to
the first approximation by the deep convective mode. The remaining small difference is mostly accounted
for by the congestus/stratiform mode, lending confidence in the assumption that these two modes suffice
in practice to reproduce the total variability. Interestingly, moisture storage (derived by equation (3))
accords well with the congestus-mode vertical advection, whereas it nearly vanishes after the congestus
mode switches to the stratiform mode. The enhancement of the congestus mode accompanying a positive
moisture storage results in an import of MSE prior to the peak convection, followed by a rapid buildup of
the MSE export associated with the deep convective and stratiform modes as convection dissipates (bottom
right panel). The change of MSE in sign from import to export is characteristic of a so-called discharge-
recharge model of tropical disturbances [Peters and Bretherton, 2006], evidenced also by satellite observa-
tions [Masunaga and L’Ecuyer, 2014].

All these aspects of the thermodynamic evolution are found also in another case of intensive convection
(event 2 in Figure 4). Precipitation, represented in unison by Ps and TRMM 3B42 rainfall, intensifies toward
the peak while evaporation remains minor in magnitude (top left panel). The deep convective mode here
again evolves in parallel with precipitation (top middle) and is accompanied by the congestus/stratiform
mode switching its sign (bottom middle), although the congestus mode is virtually absent and dipole sym-
metry is not as evident as in event 1. Vertical moisture advection is broken down into the deep convective
and congestus/stratiform mode in a similar manner as seen in event 1 (top right), and moisture storage
varies coherently with the congestus-mode component of 2hx@pqi. Event 2 is likely influenced by a pre-
ceding disturbance visible at 1200 UTC 25 November, which might have somewhat distorted the dynamics
intrinsic to the disturbance of present interest centered at 0300 UTC 27 November.

LP from Q1 budget

LP from TRMM 3B42
LE

S+LE

S+LE+<QR>

<QR>

Total

deep conv (1st) mode
cong/strat (2nd) mode

q storage

ω

ω

Figure 3. Time series of observations for event 1. (top left) Ps (solid), TRMM 3B42 rainfall (dotted), and E (dot-dashed), all in the energy-flux unit (W m22). (Bottom left) Surface heat fluxes
or S 1 LE (dot-dashed), total diabatic forcing or S1LE1hQRi (solid) with the contribution of hQRi shaded in red where heating and in blue where cooling (W m22). (top middle) The
vertical profile of x for the deep convective mode (hPa h21). (bottom middle) The vertical profile of x for the congestus/stratiform mode (hPa h21). (top right) 2hx@pqi (shade) with its
decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the congestus/stratiform mode (dashed) in the energy-flux unit (W m22). Also plotted in dotted hatch is hDt qi (red where
positive and blue where negative). (bottom right) 2hx@phi (shade), where h denotes moist static energy, with its decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the
congestus/stratiform mode (dashed).
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Event 3, shown in Figure 5, is a convectively quiescent period. As expected, no notable variation is observed
in any parameters studied. The deep convective mode in particular is weaker in amplitude by an order of
magnitude, that is, �100 W m22 at most in 2hx@pqi for event 3 as opposed to 900 W m22 or larger at the
convective peak for events 1 and 2. The difference between the convective and nonconvective events is far
less striking in the congestus/stratiform mode and moisture storage, given that their magnitude is as small
as �100 W m22 regardless of the presence or absence of convection. The close relevance between the
congestus-mode component of 2hx@pqi and moisture storage is visible also in event 3 (top right panel),
not as evidently as in event 1 but with better clarity than in event 2.

The observations inspire us with a working hypothesis that moisture storage may be ascribed primarily to
the congestus-mode component of vertical moisture advection, while its deep-mode counterpart largely
precipitates out rather than being accumulated in moisture storage. This idea is mathematically translated
as follows in terms of a nondimensional parameter named the moisture storage ratio, g,

Dthqi � 2 gdchx@pqidc1gc=shx@pqic=s

h i
; (4)

where the subscripts ‘‘dc’’ and ‘‘c/s’’ designate the deep convective mode and the congestus/stratiform
mode, respectively. By definition, gdc and gc=s (or g collectively where the general properties of the moisture
storage ratio are discussed) are a prescribed measure of the degree to which vertical moisture advection
associated with each vertical mode is responsible for moisture storage. The aforementioned hypothesis
claims that gc=s � 1 and gdc � 0. The high moisture storage ratio for the congestus mode suggests that the
cumulus-cloud types typical of this mode, namely raining shallow cumuli or cumuli congesti, should be
highly inefficient in converting the dynamically accumulated moisture into precipitation. The possible
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Figure 4. Time series of observations for event 2. (top left) Ps (solid), TRMM 3B42 rainfall (dotted), and E (dot-dashed), all in the energy-flux unit (W m22). (bottom left) Surface heat fluxes
or S 1 LE (dot-dashed), total diabatic forcing or S1LE1hQRi (solid) with the contribution of hQRi shaded in red where heating and in blue where cooling (W m22). (top middle) The
vertical profile of x for the deep convective mode (hPa h21). (bottom middle) The vertical profile of x for the congestus/stratiform mode (hPa h21). (top right) 2hx@pqi (shade) with its
decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the congestus/stratiform mode (dashed) in the energy-flux unit (W m22). Also plotted in dotted hatch is hDt qi (red where
positive and blue where negative). (bottom right) 2hx@phi (shade) with its decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the congestus/stratiform mode (dashed).
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reasons behind this include the lack of mechanism for cumulus clouds to effectively condense out midtro-
pospheric moisture as argued in section 1. In contrast, the deep convective mode is considered to involve
efficient dynamics for conversion from moisture into precipitation so gdc � 0. The underlying physical pro-
cesses will be discussed in section 4.4.

The moisture storage term in equation (4) would vanish as integrated over a life cycle of convective distur-
bances, so that

052 gdc

þ
hx@pqidcdt1gc=s

þ
hx@pqic=sdt

� �
; (5)

where gc=s and gdc are assumed to be constant. Figures 3 and 4 suggest that 2hx@pqidc yields a finite posi-
tive value when integrated over time during a convective event, while 2hx@pqic=s is quasi-sinusoidal and
thus would be largely integrated out, that is,

2

þ
hx@pqidcdt > 0; 2

þ
hx@pqic=sdt � 0: (6)

Equations (5) and (6) together offer additional evidence for gdc � 0. Unfortunately, no useful constraint on
the possible range of gc=s is derived by this line of argument.

It is noted that the formulation itself does not pose any mathematical constraint on the range of g. From a
physical point of view, on the other hand, gdc and gc=s are unlikely to fall far outside the range between 0
and 1, because g� 0 implies a significant drying that proceeds in spite of dynamic vapor accumulation
and g� 1 requires an unusually large evaporation overcompensating the moisture loss due to

LP from Q1 budget

LP from TRMM 3B42
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S+LE

S+LE+<QR>

<QR>

Total

deep conv (1st) mode
cong/strat (2nd) mode

q storage

ω

ω

Figure 5. Time series of observations for event 3. (top left) Ps (solid), TRMM 3B42 rainfall (dotted), and E (dot-dashed), all in the energy-flux unit (W m22). (bottom left) Surface heat fluxes
or S 1 LE (dot-dashed), total diabatic forcing or S1LE1hQRi (solid) with the contribution of hQRi shaded in red where heating and in blue where cooling (W m22). (top middle) The
vertical profile of x for the deep convective mode (hPa h21). (bottom middle) The vertical profile of x for the congestus/stratiform mode (hPa h21). (top right) 2hx@pqi (shade) with its
decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the congestus/stratiform mode (dashed) in the energy-flux unit (W m22). Also plotted in dotted hatch is hDt qi (red where
positive and blue where negative). (bottom right) 2hx@phi (shade) with its decomposition into the deep convective mode (solid) and the congestus/stratiform mode (dashed).
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precipitation. Such situations, although may temporarily occur in exceptional cases, are in general not typi-
cal of tropical convective disturbances and will not be considered in the experiments below.

3. Model Design

A toy model is now developed to test the working hypothesis proposed in the previous section. The model
is formulated on the basis of the moisture and MSE budget equations,

Dthqi52 hx@pqidc1hx@pqic=s1hx@pqibg

h i
1E2P; (7)

Dthhi52 hx@phidc1hx@phic=s1hx@phibg

h i
1DF; (8)

where h is MSE, P is precipitation, DF � S1LE1hQRi is the diabatic forcing, and the subscript ‘‘bg’’ denotes
the background component that formally represents the unperturbed state unaccounted for by neither the
deep convective nor congestus/stratiform mode. Evaporation, precipitation, and the diabatic forcing are also
separated into the steady background state and a time-dependent perturbation indicated by prime symbol,

E5Ebg1E0;

P5Pbg1P0;

DF5DFbg1DF0:

The background terms are assumed to satisfy the steady state budget equations on their own in the
absence of the two convective modes, that is,

Ebg2Pbg2hx@pqibg50; (9)

DFbg2hx@phibg50: (10)

The background state is factored out by inserting equations (9) and (10) into the budget equations (7) and
(8), respectively, leading to

Dthqi52 hx@pqidc1hx@pqic=s

h i
1E02P0; (11)

Dthhi52 hx@phidc1hx@phic=s

h i
1DF0: (12)

For later reference, an alternative form of the moisture budget equation is derived by substituting equation
(4) for the left-hand side of equation (11)

2 ð12gdcÞhx@pqidc1ð12gc=sÞhx@pqic=s

h i
5P0dc1P0c=s5P0; (13)

where P0dc and P0c=s are the breakdown of precipitation into each vertical mode,

P0dc52ð12gdcÞhx@pqidc;

P0c=s52ð12gc=sÞhx@pqic=s: (14)

In equation (13), E0 has been omitted because the variability of evaporation is practically unimportant com-
pared to P0 as shown in Figures 3–5 (top left). It is implied by equations (4) and (14) that vertical moisture
advection is partitioned into moisture storage and precipitation by the proportions of gi and 12gi , respec-
tively, for each vertical mode represented by the subscript i, so precipitation increases with decreasing gi for
a given magnitude of 2hx@pqii .

The MSE budget equation is conveniently rewritten in terms of q rather than h. Following a common prac-
tice in tropical meteorology, the contribution of DSE is neglected in the MSE tendency term,

Dthhi � LDthqi: (15)
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The temperature perturbation, while may not be
completely smoothed out on a subdaily time
scale, is known to appear in a pair of low-level
cooling and upper-level heating during the time
of deep convection [e.g., Mapes and Houze,
1995] and therefore practically vanishes in the
vertical integral [Masunaga, 2013].

Vertical MSE advection is replaced by vertical
moisture advection in terms of a version of the
gross moist stability (GMS) [Neelin and Held,
1987],

cdc52
hx@phidc

Lhx@pqidc
;

cc=s52
hx@phic=s

Lhx@pqic=s
; (16)

where cdc and cdc (or collectively c) is defined
here individually for each vertical mode in a
slightly modified form of the normalized GMS
[Raymond et al., 2007, 2009]. GMS for a given ver-
tical eigenmode may be deemed as an externally

specified constant when the moisture and DSE profiles are fixed. Figure 6 confirms that GMS for the deep con-
vective mode is almost invariant at 0.2–0.3 in the two convective events studied in section 2.3. GMS remains
stable over time when computed for an individual vertical mode owing to the coherence between the numer-
ator and denominator in equation (16), apart from a modest variability due to slight fluctuations in the vertical
humidity structure. This stability also holds for the congestus/stratiform mode, whereas the congestus/strati-
form mode consistently has a negative GMS, marking a sharp contrast with the deep convective mode.

The fact that the two representative vertical modes have a GMS of opposite signs constitutes an important
aspect of the present model as will become clear in section 4.

Equations (12), (15), and (16) are combined into,

LDthqi5L cdchx@pqidc1cc=shx@pqic=s

h i
1DF0: (17)

Implementing equation (17) with the moisture stor-
age closure (4), one finds a diagnostic equation for
vertical moisture advection,

2L ðgdc1cdcÞhx@pqidc1ðgc=s1cc=sÞhx@pqic=s

h i
5DF0:

(18)

Equation (18) is not closed without an additional
assumption relating 2hx@pqidc and 2hx@pqic=s. An
empirical closure is introduced here as,

2
d
dt
hx@pqidc5vP0c=s52vð12gc=sÞhx@pqic=s; (19)

where v is a positive constant. Equation (19) is intui-
tively inspired by the observations in the top right pan-
el of Figures 3 and 4 that 2hx@pqidc increases with
time when 2hx@pqic=s is positive in sign (the conges-
tus regime) and decreases once it turns to negative
(the stratiform regime). This relationship is interpreted
implicitly as the convective heating by congestus or

deep conv mode
cong/strat mode

Event 1 Event 2

Elapsed time [h]

Figure 6. Time series of GMS for different vertical modes for event 1
(blue) and event 2 (red). The deep convective mode and the
congestus/stratiform mode are indicated by closed and open circles,
respectively.
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stratiform clouds, P0c=s (see equation (14)), is involved in the growth and dissipation of the deep convective mode.
Theoretical arguments relevant to this empirical insight are found in the literature [Khouider and Majda, 2006,
2008; Haertel et al., 2008]. Figure 7 shows that the observations clearly verify the positive correlation between 2

hx@pqic=s and the time derivative of 2hx@pqidc in support of the proportionality claimed by equation (19). Equa-
tions (18) and (19) together yield a prognostic equation describing the evolution of 2hx@pqidc,

2s	L
d
dt
hx@pqidc5

DF0

gdc1cdc
1Lhx@pqidc; (20)

where

s	 �
gc=s1cc=s

vð12gc=sÞðgdc1cdcÞ
: (21)

It is beneficial to first illustrate fundamental aspects of the solution under the simplest condition of a fixed
DF0. The analytic solution of equation (20) in this special case is

2Lhx@pqidc52Lhx@pqit50
dc exp 2

t
s	

� �
1

DF0

gdc1cdc
12exp 2

t
s	

� �� �
: (22)

Equation (22) claims that 2Lhx@pqidc converges toward DF0=ðgdc1cdcÞ as time proceeds regardless of the
initial condition, 2Lhx@pqit50

dc , for s	 > 0. The e-folding time scale, s	, dictates how quickly this process
completes. The solution is analogous to the radiance as a function of optical depth when radiation pene-
trates through a homogeneously absorbing media, given the mathematical identity between equation (20)
and the nonscattering radiative-transfer equation.

The behavior of the solution is entirely different when s	 is negative, in which case 2hx@pqidc would grow
exponentially to infinity. Recalling that 0�g�1 and cdc5 0.2–0.3, one can safely expect the denominator in the
definition of s	 (equation (21)) to be positive definite, with rare exceptions aside. On the other hand, gc=s1cc=s

in the numerator is only marginally positive or could be even negative because cc=s < 0 (Figure 6), implying the
possibility that s	 could fall to below zero as well. Figure 8 schematically illustrates the evolution of 2hx@pqidc

and 2hx@pqic=s for two contrasting cases with opposite signs of s	. The solution is constrained on a straight
line described by equation (18), which is rightward decreasing when gc=s1cc=s > 0 (or s	 > 0) and increasing
otherwise. Any point laid on the right-half of this plane (i.e., 2hx@pqic=s > 0) proceeds upward along this line
while it moves downward if on the left-half of the plane, obeying equation (19). As a consequence, the solution
evolves toward the y axis until eventually resting on it in cases of s	 > 0 but moves away from the y axis with-
out limit when s	 < 0. It turns out that the stability of the solution depends on the sign of s	.

A brief physical interpretation to this stability criterion may be given as follows. An individual term on the
left-hand side of equation (18) is rewritten using h5s1Lq and equations (14) and (16) as

2Lðgi1ciÞhx@pqii5hx@psii2LP0i ; (23)

where the subscript i again represents each vertical mode. In the discussion to follow, hx@pqii is assumed to be
negative (i.e., moistening) as is typically the case when convection is developing. It is inferred from equation (23)

that diabatic heating LP0i is short of the work required
to drive a large-scale ascent against adiabatic cooling,
hx@psii , when gi1ci > 0. This shortage needs to be
compensated by the diabatic forcing DF0 so that the
large-scale ascent is sustained. It follows that the deep
convective mode and the congestus/stratiform mode,
if both have a positive gi1ci , must compete with each
other for a fixed supply of DF0, so the system remains
stable. The vertical mode with a negative gi1ci , on the
contrary, would produce a diabatic heating more than
enough to fuel its own vertical motion.

If gc=s1cc=s is negative, the congestus/stratiform
mode gives rise to a residual heating capable of

-L<ωdq/dp>c/s

-L<ωdq/dp>dc

stable (       ) unstable (       )

0

ΔF’
η  +γ   dc dc

τ  >0* τ  <0*

Figure 8. Schematic to illustrate the model solution for a
constant DF0 in terms of 2Lhx@pqidc (ordinate) and 2Lhx@pqic=s

(abscissa). See test for details.
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feeding the deep convective mode as well as itself, enabling a collaborative growth of the two vertical
modes. The system therefore could be destabilized once assisted by a positive feedback between the
modes as prescribed by equation (19).

A negative s	 has the potential to provide a partial explanation for rapidly intensifying convective disturban-
ces in nature, whereas unrealistic without any mechanism to eventually restabilize the system after the
instability criterion is met. Such a mechanism is not offered in the current simplistic modeling framework.
Throughout the rest of the paper, therefore, gc=s1cc=s is restricted to above zero for all model runs.

4. Model Results

4.1. Experimental Setup
Equation (20) together with the ancillary equation (21) constitutes the core of the current model, delineating the
progress in 2hx@pqidc over time. Its congestus/stratiform counterpart, 2hx@pqic=s, is obtained from the solu-
tion using equation (19). Precipitation, P0, is then evaluated so the moisture budget equation (13) is satisfied.

Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings for different model runs. The key prescribed parameters charac-
terizing the model are the moisture storage ratios, gc=s and gdc, listed in the first two columns. The default
assumptions are gc=s50:99 and gdc50 as discussed in section 2. Note that gc=s is set to be slightly smaller
than unity because the right-hand side of equation (19) collapses to zero when gc=s is exactly 1. For all
experiments except c/svar and fullvar, v (third column) is chosen to satisfy vð12gc=sÞ50:3 h21 so that equa-
tion (19) best reproduces the observations plotted in Figure 7. Once gc=s; gdc, and v are given, s	 is evaluat-
ed with equation (21) as shown in the fifth column. The GMS is fixed for each vertical mode, namely
cdc50:2 and cc=s520:5, for all experiments. Any change to cc=s within a plausible range as expected from
Figure 6 does not alter the overall evolution as long as gc=s1cc=s stays above zero.

The last column of Table 1 indicates a parameter controlling the variability in diabatic forcing, mF. The dia-
batic forcing in equation (20) is specified to vary with time as

DF05
DbF0

2
½12cos ð2pmF tÞ
; (24)

where DbF0 is fixed at 150 W m22. Figure 9 (left) depicts equation (24) with three different values of mF as listed in
the top three rows of Table 1. This ‘‘cosine-bell’’ model is aimed at roughly mimicking the observations of diabatic
forcing (Figures 3 and 4, bottom left), where the two convective events each exhibit a modest enhancement of
DF0, driven chiefly by radiative heating for event 1 (Figure 3) and by evaporation for event 2 (Figure 4). Such a
systematic variation in the diabatic forcing is not observed for the nonconvective event (Figure 5). Note that E0,
while ignored in the moisture budget equation, is potentially important for the MSE budget as a part of DF0.

4.2. Baseline Experiments
First examined are baseline experiments with constant gdc and gc=s. When these parameters are fixed, an
analytic solution of equation (20) is derived with the cosine-bell diabatic forcing (24) under the initial condi-
tion of 2hx@pqidc50 as

2Lhx@pqidc5
DbF0

2ðgdc1cdcÞ 11ð2pmFs	Þ2
h i3

11ð2pmFs	Þ2 12exp 2
t
s	

� �� �
2cos ð2pmF tÞ22pmFs	sin ð2pmF tÞ

� 	
;

(25)

2Lhx@pqic=s5
pmFDbF0

vð12gc=sÞðgdc1cdcÞ 11ð2pmFs	Þ2
h i3

2pmFs	exp 2
t
s	

� �
1sin ð2pmF tÞ22pmFs	cos ð2pmF tÞ

� 	
:

(26)

Exponential terms in equations (25) and (26) are ill-defined when s	 equals zero. In this special case, the
solution may be directly derived from equations (18) and (19) with gc=s1cc=s50,
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2Lhx@pqidc5
DbF0

2ðgdc1cdcÞ
½12cos ð2pmF tÞ
;

(27)

2Lhx@pqic=s5
pmFDbF0

vð12gc=sÞðgdc1cdcÞ
sin ð2pmF tÞ:

(28)

As plotted in Figure 9 (right), the solutions
are qualitatively reminiscent of the observa-
tions shown in Figures 3 and 4 (top right).

Recalling the earlier discussion in the case of a constant DF0 (Figure 8), one would expect that 2Lhx@pqidc

approaches DF0=ðgdc1cdcÞ over a finite time of s	 as implied by equation (22). As such, the behavior of 2

hx@pqidc may be interpreted as a delayed response to the slowly varying diabatic forcing. The delay
would be minimal when s	 � m21

F , whereas it would become increasingly difficult to keep up with a
change of diabatic forcing as m21

F decreases toward s	. This gives an explanation to the differences among
the three runs shown in Figure 9. The run with the fastest varying DF0 (m24) has a small amplitude and an
incomplete cycle of 2hx@pqi compared to the others, because the system is not allowed a sufficient time
to respond to the forcing. The evolution is otherwise self-similar across a range of mF. The observed undu-
lation of the diabatic forcing has a cycle of roughly one wavelength (Figure 3) or 1.5 wavelengths (Figure
4) over a 72 h period, suggesting that 48–72 h is a realistic choice for m21

F . All the experiments to follow
will be run with m21

F 572 h.

The sensitivity of model results to gc=s and gdc is next investigated. Figure 10 compares the control run
(gc=s 5 0.99) (left column) and another run with a reduced gc=s (c/s0.5, right column). The two experiments
are nearly identical to each other except for a minor difference in the delay time in the atmospheric
response to diabatic forcing. The peak of 2hx@pqidc occurs at 42 h or slightly later for the control, while
located at 36 h in experiment c/s0.5. Experiment c/s0.5 corresponds to the case with s	5 0, where the delay
is absent as indicated by equation (27). Precipitation evolves closely following vertical moisture advection,
but with a further delay due to a finite moisture storage (equation (13)). Moisture storage for experiment c/
s0.5 is by design as half in amplitude as 2hx@pqic=s.

Additional runs are carried out where gdc is modified instead of gc=s. Figure 11 (left) shows that an increase of
gdc from 0 to 0.5 leads to a significant decrease of amplitude. This is explained by the term DbF0=ðgdc1cdcÞ in
equations (25) and (26). The sum of gdc and cdc scales the strength of convective disturbances for a given dia-
batic forcing (see Figure 8), as GMS does in its original definition. A positive gdc effectively enhances the GMS
and hence reduces the amplitude of vertical moisture advection and precipitation. Moisture storage now
remains positive over an extended period of time because the first term dominates the second in the right-
hand side of equation (4). The evolution more resembles the control experiment when gdc is chosen to be a
more modest value of 0.05 (Figure 11, right).

Table 1. Experimental Setups. For All Runs, cdc50:2 and cc=s520:5

Experiments gc=s gdc v (h21) s	 (h) m21
F (h)

m24 24
m48 0.99 0 30 8.17 48
cntrl 72
c/s0.5 0.50 0 0.60 0
dc0.5 0.99 0.5 30 2.33
dc0.05 0.99 0.05 30 6.53 72
c/svar Equation (30) 0 3 Variable
fullvar Equation (30) Equation (31) 3 Variable
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(solid) and 2hx@pqic=s (dotted) for the three runs.
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4.3. Moisture-Precipitation Relation
The current model provides column water vapor (CWV) by integrating equation (17) over time,

hq0i5
ð

Dthqidt5
ð

cdchx@pqidc1cc=shx@pqic=s

h i
1

DF0

L

� 	
dt; (29)

where hq0i is the perturbation of CWV to its background state. This quantity, when compared to P0 from
equation (13), yields the model-predicted relation of CWV with precipitation. Precipitation is known to grow
increasingly as the ambient air moistens in the satellite-based climatology [Bretherton et al., 2004; Peters and
Neelin, 2006] as well as from in situ observations of short-term variability [Holloway and Neelin, 2010]. Simi-
larly, an abrupt intensification of precipitation is confirmed once CWV exceeds 60 mm in the sounding array
data analyzed here (Figure 12). The CWV-precipitation relationship is assessed as an additional benchmark
to test the model against observations.

The results are plotted in Figure 13 for different baseline experiments examined above. Simulated tracks
of the CWV-precipitation relationship are found to vary sensitively depending on the choice of gc=s and
gdc. Unfortunately, however, all the runs fail to reproduce the rapid pickup of precipitation as expected
from the observations. Precipitation is almost linearly correlated with CWV in some runs (cntrl and c/s0.5),
and the rate of rainfall pickup saturates rather than grows further as CWV becomes larger for other runs
(dc0.5 and dc0.05). All the trajectories make a clockwise turn, as opposed to the satellite observations
composited in the context of the convective life cycle [Masunaga, 2012]. A thorough parameter search
(not shown) has proven that this apparent deficiency is not mitigated by merely tuning gc=s or gdc to
another fixed value.
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4.4. Experiments With Variable g
The moisture storage ratio, g, is assumed to be invariant in the model runs shown so far. This restriction lim-
its the flexibility in the conversion efficiency from vertical moisture advection to precipitation and is pre-
sumably one of the reasons why the model is incapable of reproducing the increasingly intensifying rainfall
as CWV increases (Figure 13). The assumption of constant g is relaxed in two experiments to follow so that

gc=s and gdc are each variable according to a pre-
scribed function (defined below).

It was argued in sections 1 and 2.3 that cumulus
convection lacks an efficient mechanism to con-
dense out moisture in the ambient air above cloud
base, offering a possible explanation for gc=s � 1 as
suggested from the observations. There is, on the
other hand, a potential pathway for midtropo-
spheric moisture to precipitate out through cumu-
lus dynamics. Since the large-scale mean cloud
mass flux at cloud base is balanced out to a large
degree by subsidence mass flux from above at the
same height [e.g., Yanai et al., 1973, Figure 13], an
appreciable portion of the subcloud-layer moisture
fed into convective clouds can be in theory traced
back to the downward moisture flux from the mid-
troposphere. While a dry subsidence into the sub-
cloud layer in general would work against the
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maintenance of moist convection, a strong convective downdraft could mechanically force further convec-
tion once cold pools develop. Risi et al. [2008] found by use of stable water isotopes that the proportion of
unsaturated downdraft in the subcloud-layer moisture budget amounts to 34% for light precipitation and
45% for strong precipitation, the latter of which in particular is comparable to the contribution of environ-
mental subsidence of 43–45%. It is therefore hypothesized that convective downdrafts, once developed to
a certain degree, could intensify themselves without being diluted anymore by environmental subsidence,
pulling down more and more midtropospheric moisture that is then fed into subsequent cumuli. This pro-
cess, if occurring fast enough at a subhourly time scale typical of cumulus processes compared to the large-
scale variability taking place over daily time scales as seen in Figures 3 and 4, would be regarded virtually as
an instantaneous condensation of midtropospheric water vapor from the moisture budget perspectives.

A modification to gc=s to mimic this effect is made in a rather heuristic manner,

gc=s5g0;c=s 12
P0

Pc=s

� �
; (30)

where g0;c=s50:99 and LPc=s54000 W m22. The choice of Pc=s here is arbitrary but must be large enough
to satisfy P0=Pc=s � 1, because otherwise gc=s could decrease across the stability criterion of gc=s1cc=s50.
Equation (30) embodies a primitive expectation that an increase in P0 would reinforce convective down-
drafts with cold pools and hence feedback on precipitation through equation (14). Given the lack of any
theory that analytically formulates g in terms of precipitation, gc=s is related linearly with P0 with all higher-
order terms left out of consideration for the sake of brevity.

Equation (20) combined with equation (30) is integrated numerically with other parameters being equal to
the control setup in experiment c/svar (Figure 14, left). Although gc=s changes only mildly from 0.99 to about
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Figure 13. Simulated tracks of the CWV-precipitation relationship in terms of hq0i (abscissa) and P0 (ordinate) for four baseline experiments. Arrows indicate the evolutionary direction
along the track. (left top) cntrl, (right top) c/s0.5, (left bottom) dc0.5, and (right bottom) dc0.05.
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0.8 then back toward 1, the evolutionary track in the CWV-precipitation plane has improved significantly
compared to the baseline experiments (Figure 13). Precipitation now grows increasingly with CWV toward
its higher end as often found in the literature [Bretherton et al., 2004; Raymond et al., 2007; Holloway and
Neelin, 2010].

The hypothetical process of feeding cumuli with midtropospheric moisture by way of the subcloud layer
would be further facilitated in the presence of the deep convective mode, as deep convection likely gener-
ates considerably stronger downdrafts than congesti. This may explain why gdc is closer to 0 rather than 1
in the first place, but yet it is somewhat extreme that gdc is fixed at zero all the time. To relax this assump-
tion, gdc is also perturbed in a similar manner to gc=s (but within a range close to zero) as

gdc5g0;dc 12
P0

Pdc

� �
; (31)

where g0;dc50:1 and LPdc5600 W m22 (Experiment fullvar). The shape of the trajectory remains similar to
experiment c/svar, but the rising and returning branches of the trajectory are now split apart (Figure 14,
right). Such a counter-clockwise turn in the CWV-precipitation curve is as found in the observations by
Masunaga [2012]. The magnitude of the variability is about 6 mm for hq0i and 30 mm/d for P0, which com-
pares well with the observations plotted in Figure 12.

Vertical moisture advection and precipitation simulated in experiments c/svar and fullvar are shown in Fig-
ure 15. Unlike the striking differences in the CWV-precipitation curve, the evolution of vertical moisture
advection and precipitation is overall reminiscent of the previous experiments (Figures 10 and 11). It is evi-
dent, however, that the new runs with variable g, especially the fullvar run, exhibit a sharper rise of precipi-
tation toward the peak than the baseline experiments. The new runs turn out to be better in line with the
observations in which the precipitation peak width is narrow compared to the modestly undulating diabatic
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Figure 14. (top row) gc=s and gdc as a function of time. (bottom row) Simulated tracks of the CWV-precipitation relationship in terms of hq0i (abscissa) and P0 (ordinate). Arrows indicate
the evolutionary direction along the track. (left column) Experiment c/svar. (right column) Experiment fullvar.
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forcing (Figures 3 and 4). An additional sanity test for those runs is performed with the simulated tracks pro-
jected onto Figure 7, where the second closure assumption (19) is checked for validity. Figure 16 confirms
that the experiments c/svar and fullvar stay within a range consistent with the observations.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

The large-scale dynamics associated with tropical
moist convection was studied using sounding array
observations and a time-dependent, zero-
dimensional model. The model predicts the vertical
integral of vertical moisture advection (or equiva-
lently of moisture divergence) with a vertical
mode decomposition applied into the deep convec-
tive and congestus/stratiform modes, denoted by
2hx@pqidc and 2hx@pqic=s, respectively. The vari-
ability in vertical moisture advection is a proxy of
the intensity of large-scale updraft since the tem-
perature and humidity profiles do not change dras-
tically over a time scale of interest (subdaily to a
few days). Each vertical mode is assigned the mois-
ture storage ratio, gdc and gc=s defined in equation
(4), as a measure of the fraction of vertical moisture
advection is left unconsumed without being
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immediately precipitated out. Case studies from the CINDY2011/DYNAMO/AMIE sounding array data
were examined as an observational benchmark to test the model fidelity. The observations suggest that
gc=s is on the order of unity, inferring that congestus clouds do not involve an efficient mechanism to pro-
duce rainfall despite a column moistening by vertical moisture advection. This does not contradict the
naive expectation that the efficiency of cumulus precipitation would be limited because a significant por-
tion of moisture convergence takes place above cloud base in the humid tropical atmosphere. As such, g
may be regarded as a parameter representing the nature of cumulus convection and thus serves as a clo-
sure dealing with unresolved processes for the large-scale dynamics.

A second closure relation is introduced by equation (19) to empirically characterize the connection between
the two vertical modes, where the deep convective mode is parameterized to grow or decline depending
on the sign of the congestus/stratiform mode as evidenced by the observations. The resulting prognostic
equation (20) together with an ancillary parameter s	 summarizing the closure assumptions (equation (21))
founds the basis for the model. The solution indicates that 2hx@pqidc behaves as a delayed response to the
diabatic forcing DF0 with an e-folding time given by s	 when s	 � 0. The magnitude of 2hx@pqidc is
approximated well by DF0=ðgdc1cdcÞ if the diabatic forcing changes slowly compared to s	 as is usually the
case (see Table 1). The observations suggest that gdc stays small near zero and cdc is 0.2–0.3, and therefore
the diabatic forcing is amplified by a factor of 3–5 in 2hx@pqidc. The value of cdc may be closer to zero in
an environment where the midtropospheric moisture is more abundant than the present sounding over
the Indian Ocean. The updraft could be much stronger for a given diabatic forcing in such an environment.

If s	 is negative, the system becomes unstable as 2hx@pqidc diverges to infinity. The stability criteria on s	
is in practice controlled by the sign of gc=s1cc=s, where cc=s refers to the GMS associated with the conges-
tus/stratiform mode. Under general circumstances gc=s1cc=s is a small positive number and the system is
stable, although the possibility of a negative gc=s1cc=s is not ruled out since cc=s < 0 by nature.

A negative GMS would in theory cause a thermodynamic instability [Raymond, 2000; Raymond et al., 2009] and
could explain a self-sustaining growth of the system in numerical simulations of tropical convection [Bretherton
et al., 2005; Sessions et al., 2010]. The condition for instability is cc=s1gc=s < 0 instead of cc=s < 0 in the present
formulation, so that a negative GMS per se would not give rise to an instability unless cc=s further decreases to
below 2gc=s. In this regard, gc=s acts as a moderator to GMS that relaxes, to a certain degree, the stability criteri-
on as previously documented. This role of gc=s might be instrumental for interpreting negative values of GMS
in nature, which are observed without invoking violent instability where a bottom-heavy circulation climato-
logically prevails as is typical of the tropical eastern Pacific [Back and Bretherton, 2006]. As discussed above,
however, the possibility remains that an instability could take place when gc=s1cc=s reduces to a negative val-
ue, since no absolute physical constraint seems to exist against it. We do not pursue this issue in this work.

GMS for different vertical modes, by definition, does not add up to the value calculated with all the modes
combined first into the vertical advection terms. The latter definition of GMS changes rapidly as convection
develops and dissipates [Sessions et al., 2010; Masunaga and L’Ecuyer, 2014; Inoue and Back, 2015b], while
cdc and cc=s are each less variable by design, especially in sign. The quasi-constant nature of the mode-
specific GMS is an important element of the present model.

The simulations for an externally specified diabatic forcing as a cosine-bell function of time qualitatively capture
the observed variation in 2hx@pqidc and 2hx@pqic=s (Figures 10 and 11). In baseline experiments with fixed gdc

and gc=s, the evolution of 2hx@pqidc is, as expected, an amplified response to the cosine-bell DF0 with a slight
temporal delay. This appears to infer that moist convection only mirrors the external forcing with little internal free-
dom to drive its own dynamics, which is obviously at odds with the conventional wisdom in mesoscale meteorolo-
gy. This deficiency is mitigated to a reasonable extent by allowing gdc and gc=s to vary with time, giving a flexibility
to the model so it can somehow handle the dynamics inherent in convective systems. Two of the model runs were
carried out with a heuristic assumption relating g with precipitation in attempt to take into account a positive feed-
back on precipitation at the intensifying stage of convective systems. The precipitation peak is sharpened in these
runs as actually observed in contrast with an overly broad peak simulated in the baseline experiment.

The CWV-precipitation relationship offers another useful test bed for the model. The steep rise in precipita-
tion with the environmental moistening as well known in the literature is not reproducible when gdc and
gc=s are fixed. Runs with variable gdc and gc=s, on the other hand, are successful in simulating major proper-
ties of the observations in the CWV-precipitation curve. It may be worth stressing that the known CWV-
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precipitation curve is able to be reproduced by a simplistic conceptual model in a prognostic way, given
that a consensus has not been reached in the physical reasoning behind it [Raymond and Zeng, 2005; Muller
et al., 2009; Neelin et al., 2009; Raymond et al., 2009; Yano et al., 2012]. The current model predicts the CWV-
precipitation curve as a trajectory tracing the life cycle of convective systems, where changes of g in the
course of the evolution play a crucial role in controlling the trajectory morphology. The evolution begins
with a nearly horizontal path in the CWV-precipitation plane because of a positive moisture storage with
minimal precipitation (i.e., g � 1), while the path makes a quick turn into a vertical stretch as g reduces.
Note that the CWV-precipitation curve here is identical in shape for any initial condition (or any background
state) with no reference to the absolute values of CWV and precipitation. This finding is consistent with the
satellite data analysis by Masunaga [2012], in which a family of self-similar evolutionary tracks emerges
regardless of column relative humidity (CRH) in the environment. The universality in the climatological CRH-
precipitation relationship [Bretherton et al., 2004] therefore does not apply as is on an instantaneous basis,
but is explicable only as the statistical ensemble of many different tracks each representing the individual
life cycle of convection [Masunaga, 2012; Ahmed and Schumacher, 2015].

The moisture storage closure (equation (4)) relates precipitation to the moisture tendency instead of mois-
ture itself. The sharp rainfall pickup in the present model is thus not a manifestation of the moisture control
on rainfall, but results from the increasing efficiency of precipitation production as convection intensifies.
Although a moist environment would be arguably more favorable for intense convection than a drier one,
parameterizing precipitation (or convective heating) in terms of midtropospheric humidity, as done for
example in an explicit manner by Raymond [2000], may not necessarily be a fully appropriate strategy in
light of causality.

Equations (14) and (19) together lead to

d
dt

P0dc

12gdc
5vP0c=s; (32)

implying that P0dc is in quadrature with P0c=s, with a minor deviation when gdc changes with time. In the pre-
sent model, therefore, the stratiform heating delays behind the deep convective heating by a fixed phase
lag (�90�) rather than by a fixed time lag, unlike the early work on the stratiform instability assuming a con-
stant lag of �3 h [e.g., Mapes, 2000; Majda and Shefter, 2001]. The constant time lag was questioned by
Kuang [2008b], based on his finding that the time lag enhances linearly with an increasing wavelength of
simulated waves. The present model is in line with Kuang [2008b] in this aspect.

The diabatic forcing is considered as strictly external to the model in the present paper, although the model
formulation readily allows to connect the diabatic forcing with the model outputs if desired. This is a possi-
ble future update to the model, as is to incorporate the potential impacts of the radiative-convective feed-
backs and wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE).

The model formulation satisfies the thermal and moisture budget equations while relying on multiple tun-
able assumptions in need of further refinement. While the observations narrow down the plausible ranges
of gdc and gc=s, robust theoretical reasoning for this parameterization has yet to be sought. By definition, gdc

and gc=s are related to the conversion efficiency of moisture convergence into precipitation through
cumulus-scale processes associated with each vertical mode. A potentially useful strategy to quantify this
efficiency may be analyzing cloud-resolving model (CRM) runs forced by specified large-scale dynamics.
Equations (30) and (31), or the dependence of g on precipitation for the c/svar and fullvar runs, are highly
ad hoc and should be updated as well with more sophisticated physics.

The current zero-dimensional model as a whole is obviously limited in practical utility, but a moisture stor-
age closure as examined in this paper would be worth testing with a full-dimensional model capable of sim-
ulating realistic convective disturbances.
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